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Key Points:8

• The mesoscale WRF model is used to study the characteristics of atmospheric von9

Kármán vortex streets (AVKVS) behind an elongated island.10

• We have convincingly demonstrated that the wake asymmetry of an AVKVS de-11

creases with increasing angle of attack.12

• The wake asymmetry is fundamentally between trailing-edge and leading-edge ed-13

dies rather than between cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies.14
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Abstract15

A mesoscale model is used to systematically investigate how the incoming flow incidence16

angle affects the development of atmospheric von Kármán vortex streets for non-axisymmetric17

islands. The analysis is focused on an event observed on the leeward side of Guadalupe18

Island. By keeping the synoptic conditions the same, several simulations are performed19

for rotated orientations of the island topography, which correspond to a change in the20

angle of attack relative to the upstream flow. The asymmetry of the vortex shedding and21

the role of the leading and trailing edge are in line with what was observed in labora-22

tory von Kármán vortex streets past a flat plate. The eddies become larger with increas-23

ing angle of attack while the shedding frequency decreases, and the asymmetry between24

cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies weakens. Cyclonic vortices are more developed and stronger25

under typical conditions when they are shed from the trailing edge. We also demonstrate26

that the wake asymmetry is fundamentally between trailing-edge and leading-edge ed-27

dies rather than between cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies.28

Plain Language Summary29

Low-level marine clouds in satellite images often reveal vortex streets formed by30

two rows of counter-rotating vortices on the leeward side of isolated mountainous islands.31

This phenomenon is called the ”atmospheric von Kármán vortex street” (AVKVS) and32

has been investigated by satellite observations, laboratory experiments, and numerical33

modeling. Past studies highlighted an asymmetry between clockwise and counterclock-34

wise rotating vortices, which was attributed to elongated island shapes and the effect of35

the Coriolis force. However, the origin of the AVKVS asymmetry is not yet fully under-36

stood. We use a mesoscale model to evaluate the effect of the incoming flow incidence37

angle (or angle of attack) on vortex street morphology for an elongated island. We first38

realistically simulate a vortex street observed downstream of Guadalupe Island and then,39

by keeping the same meteorological conditions, we simulate the phenomenon with ar-40

tificially rotated island orientations to modify the angle of attack. The results show that41

the dimension of the vortices increases but their asymmetry weakens with increasing an-42

gle of attack. We also demonstrate that the wake asymmetry is fundamentally between43

trailing-edge and leading-edge eddies rather than between cyclonic and anticyclonic ed-44

dies.45

1 Introduction46

The atmospheric von Kármán vortex street (AVKVS) is a classic wake flow pat-47

tern in the lee of mountainous islands: it comprises two rows of counter-rotating vortices48

made visible by low-level clouds. This phenomenon, which was initially observed and stud-49

ied from satellite images (Hubert & Krueger, 1962; Chopra & Hubert, 1965), arises in50

the presence of a well-mixed boundary layer with an inversion below the peak of the is-51

land (Etling, 1989) and winds with almost steady direction (Heinze et al., 2012). AVKVS52

has strong similarities with the simpler von Kármán vortex street (VKVS) observed in53

laboratory bluff body flows (Kármán, 1911; Karmán, 1912), although in atmosphere the54

phenomenon is characterized by more complex conditions due to fluid stratification, flow55

unsteadiness, and the irregular geometry of the obstacle.56

An early laboratory experiment by Fage et al. (1927) on the VKVS behind an inclined57

flat plate showed that the features of the vortex street are affected by the angle between58

the incoming flow and the long axis of the plate, hereafter referred to as the angle of at-59

tack (or AoA). More recently, the laboratory experiments of Lam (1996) and Lam and60

Leung (2005) on vortex shedding behind an inclined flat plate at different angles of at-61

tack highlighted an asymmetric wake, with cyclonic vortices shed from the trailing edge62

being stronger than anticyclonic ones originating from the leading edge. The same be-63
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havior also emerged in numerical simulations of flat plate flows (Breuer & Jovičić, 2001;64

Lam & Wei, 2010; Yang et al., 2012). This asymmetry was explained with different for-65

mation mechanisms for the two trains of vortices. Trailing-edge vortices simply roll up66

and are directly shed into the flow without being affected by the obstacle. In contrast,67

leading-edge vortices initially remain attached to the obstacle and are then detached as68

fully-fledged vortices by the growth of the next trailing-edge vortex. Thus, leading-edge69

vortices are also shed into the wake at an axial location near the trailing edge. As a re-70

sult, the asymmetry arises because the leading-edge vortices undergo a more prolonged71

birth before detachment and are more diffused with a smaller peak vorticity than trailing-72

edge vortices at the same axial location.73

Asymmetry was also detected in the analysis of AVKVS. An LES simulation performed74

by Heinze et al. (2012) in the wake of an idealized Gaussian-shape island revealed stronger75

cyclonic vortices than anticyclonic ones. This asymmetry was attributed to the effect of76

the Coriolis force, which in the northern hemisphere weakens the anticyclonic vortices77

and reinforces cyclonic ones.78

Ágústsson and Ólafsson (2014) discussed an asymmetric AVKVS downstream Mt. Snæfellsjökull79

in West Iceland, which was observed by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-80

ter (MODIS) satellite images. They attributed this behaviour to the asymmetry of the81

mountain and to the presence of lower topographic disturbances limiting the shedding82

of anticyclonic vortices. Cyclonic-anticyclonic asymmetry also emerged in the images of83

other satellite studies (Etling, 1990); however the spatiotemporal resolution of wind re-84

trievals was too coarse to resolve small-scale wake flows; hence, the analysis was limited85

to a visual inspection.86

Afterwards, Horváth et al. (2020) and Günther et al. (2021) used a time series of Geo-87

stationary Operational Environmental Satellite-R (GOES-R) winds to investigate the88

evolution of the AVKVS in the lee of Guadalupe Island on 9 May 2018. These latest ob-89

servational studies highlighted an asymmetry in the vorticity decay of cyclonic and an-90

ticyclonic vortices, which was attributed to the effect of Earth’s rotation and the non-91

axisymmetric shape of the island.92

Different features can be identified in the AVKVS occurring on the leeward side of Guadalupe93

island. Figure 1 shows satellite images of four different vortex streets recorded by MODIS94

Terra and Aqua (NASA Worldview, https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov). Panel (a)95

depicts the AVKVS observed on 5 July 2021, whose wake is aligned along the North-South96

direction. Panel (b) is the AVKVS analyzed by Horváth et al. (2020), featuring a wake97

in the southeast direction. The panel (c) event occurred on 20 June 2021, when the up-98

stream flow was more westerly, and the vortex street development was limited by the prox-99

imity of the California coast. Finally, in panel (d) the case of 17 June 2021 shows a vor-100

tex street in the northeast direction, which was even more constrained by the presence101

of the coast. The images reveal differences among the vortex streets not only in the prop-102

agation direction, but also in the size and asymmetry of cyclonic and anticyclonic vor-103

tices. The coherent structures in panel (c) are larger than in panel (a) and (b), while the104

apparent differences between cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices are smaller. In panel (d),105

fewer vortices are visible than in the other three cases, although their size is bigger.106

Because the different AVKVS portrayed in Figure 1 occurred at the same location, the107

Coriolis term is the same. Hence, the observed differences in vortex asymmetry must be108

largely due to the variation in the upstream wind direction, and thus the angle of attack.109

While many studies are devoted to analyzing the effect of the angle of attack on the asym-110

metry of laboratory VKVS, a similar analysis for the atmospheric counterpart has not111

been performed yet. We thereby present a systematic mesoscale modeling work to in-112

vestigate this issue. In the current study, the AVKVS described by Horváth et al. (2020)113

is simulated as a control case, which is then compared with model runs that use vari-114
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Figure 1. Satellite images of three different von Kármán vortex streets in Guadalupe’s wake:

(a) 5 July 2021, MODIS-Terra, (b) 9 May 2018, MODIS-Terra, (c) 20 June 2021, MODIS-Aqua

and (d) 17 June 2021, MODIS-Terra.

ous rotated orientations of Guadalupe’s topography to investigate the sensitivity of vor-115

tex formation and evolution to the angle of attack. This approach ensures that simula-116

tions are performed under realistic atmospheric conditions and, at the same time, avoids117

the geographically limiting effect of the nearby California coast on AVKVS development,118

which would arise if the upstream wind direction were modified instead of changing is-119

land orientation.120

The feasibility of simulating AVKVS under realistic conditions by means of mesoscale121

models has already been demonstrated. For example, X. Li et al. (2008) simulated the122

wake in the lee of the Aleutian Islands (Alaska) with the MM5 model obtaining simi-123

lar wind patterns to those obtained from SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) retrievals.124

Several authors concentrated their efforts on simulating observed AVKVS with the Weather125

Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. Among them, Couvelard et al. (2012) showed126

that the model is able to reproduce the wakes in the lee of Madeira Island realistically.127

Caldeira and Tomé (2013) pointed out that an increase in sea surface temperature (SST)128

may change the regime from vortex-shedding to a long straight wake. Nunalee and Basu129

(2014) using real as well as idealized island topography assessed how the island diam-130

eter at the planetary boundary layer (PBL) inversion height is the dominant length scale131

associated with the AVKVS shedding frequency. Nunalee, He, et al. (2015) studied the132
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impact of the AVKVS on optical ray trajectories using different test cases (including Madeira,133

Guadalupe, Hawai wakes). Nunalee, Horváth, and Basu (2015), using a DEM with dif-134

ferent resolutions, demonstrated that the correct representation of the topography is cru-135

cial to correctly reproducing AVKVS by high-resolution mesoscale models. Grubǐsić et136

al. (2015) performed a sensitivity analysis of the vortex street formation to surface fric-137

tion and thermal forcing. Ito and Niino (2016) successfully simulated an AVKVS observed138

in the lee of Jeju Island (South Korea) and investigated the vortex formation mechanism139

using the Japanese Meteorological Agency non-hydrostatic mesoscale model.140

Recently, Gao et al. (2023) performed a 10-year simulation of Madeira vortex streets with141

the COSMO model to assess the dependency of vortex shedding on the synoptic flow con-142

ditions. They also developed a vortex identification algorithm, leading to a favorable com-143

parison among simulations and remotely-sensed observational data.144

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the WRF model set-up that proved145

adequate to reproduce the observed AVKVS, as described in Section 3. Results obtained146

for simulations performed under different orientations of Guadalupe island are presented147

in Section 4 to shed light on the sensitivity of vortex shedding to the angle of attack, the148

importance of the leading and trailing edge, as well as their effect on the cyclonic-anticyclonic149

asymmetry and vorticity decay. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our results and provides150

an outlook on future research aimed at unveiling the physics behind these beautiful wake151

patterns.152

2 Methodology153

2.1 Dimensionless Numbers154

For the characterization of the vortex street, three different dimensionless numbers are155

used: the Reynolds number (Re), the Froude number (Fr), and the Strouhal number (St).156

The Reynolds number is computed as:157

Re =
u0 ·D

ν
(1)

where u0 is the upstream wind speed, ν is the kinematic viscosity and, following Horváth158

et al. (2020), D is a characteristic length of the obstacle, which is here the minor axis159

of the “mass density” ellipse fitted to Guadalupe Island (plotted in Figure 2a).160

Atmospheric flows are dominated by turbulent diffusion; thus, a modified Reynolds num-161

ber, Rek, can be defined by using the eddy viscosity, KM , in place of the kinematic one,162

as suggested by Nunalee and Basu (2014). Here, the eddy viscosity given by the WRF163

model was volume averaged within the boundary layer upstream the island to compute164

Rek.165

The Froude number is computed with the equation:166

Fr = 1− hc

hi
(2)

where hc is the dividing streamline defined by Snyder et al. (1985) and hi is the peak167

height of the island (hi = 1188 m). The dividing streamline height, hc, can be con-168

sidered a critical height: the air parcels below this height go around the obstacle, while169

those moving above this height go over the obstacle. The Froude number was computed170

following Heinze et al. (2012): the dividing streamline height is determined by iteratively171

solving the equation:172
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1

2
u2
0(hc) =

∫ hi

hc

N2(z)(hi − z)dz (3)

where u0 is the upstream wind speed, and N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency:173

N =

√
g

θ0

∂θ̄

∂z
(4)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, θ0 is a reference potential temperature and ∂θ̄
∂z174

is the upwind potential temperature profile.175

The normalized vortex shedding frequency is represented by the Strouhal number, which176

is computed as:177

St =
d′

T · u0
(5)

where d′ is the crosswind island diameter at the mean inversion height, u0 is the upstream178

velocity, and T is the mean shedding period between two like-rotating vortices.179

Another dimensionless number that characterizes vortex streets in the presence of ro-180

tation is the Rossby number, Ro, defined as the ratio of inertial to Coriolis forces. How-181

ever, since Coriolis only depends on the rate of Earth’s rotation and latitude, and syn-182

optic forcing is the same for all the simulations, the Ro value is identical for all the runs.183

2.2 WRF numerical set-up184

We used the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (version 3.9.1.1), a regional185

non-hydrostatic atmospheric simulation system (Skamarock et al., 2008), to investigate186

the role of the angle of attack on AVKVS formation. Even though it is possible to per-187

form large-eddy simulations with the WRF model, it is primarily used in practice as a188

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver. For the RANS simulations, the hor-189

izontal grid spacing is larger than the largest energy-containing eddies of the boundary190

layer, and all scales of turbulence are parameterized. In the vertical direction, turbulent191

fluxes are modeled using one-dimensional planetary boundary layer (PBL) parameter-192

izations. In this study, the level 2.5 Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN2) closure193

scheme (Nakanishi & Niino, 2004) is adopted. In the horizontal plane, a simple diffusion194

scheme by Smagorinsky is used. The revised MM5 Monin-Obukhov (Jiménez et al., 2012)195

scheme was used for the surface layer, while the NOAH scheme (Chen & Dudhia, 2001)196

was adopted as land surface model. Moreover, we adopted the WRF single moment five-197

class microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004). In addition, the RRTMG (rapid radia-198

tive transfer model for general circulation models) scheme (Iacono et al., 2008) was used199

for both shortwave and longwave radiation parameterizations. For cumulus parameter-200

ization, the multi-scale Kain–Fritsch scheme (Kain, 2004) was activated only in the outer201

domain. This set of physical parameterization schemes was chosen to allow an adequate202

reproduction of the observed control case (see Section 4). The initial and lateral bound-203

ary forcings were taken from the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) at 1-hr inter-204

vals. The set-up consists of 56 vertical pressure levels from the surface to 10 hPa (with205

23 levels below 1 km) using 1-way nesting.206

The island has a steep topography and an elongated shape with a width-to-length ra-207

tio of approximately 1/3, as apparent from Figure 2a. The island has a complex shape,208

and it is not exactly symmetric. However, for simplicity, we have fitted the “mass den-209

sity” ellipse, which leads to considerable variations in crosswind island diameter as a func-210

tion of upstream wind direction and also defines a leading and trailing edge relative to211
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the upstream flow (Horváth et al., 2020). Both of these factors play a fundamental role212

in vortex structure development.213

The three nested domains having a grid spacing of 9/3/1 km respectively are shown in214

Figure 2b, with corresponding details given in Table 1. Since the correct reproduction215

of orography is crucial to correctly simulate AVKVS (Nunalee, Horváth, & Basu, 2015),216

the default 30 arc-seconds GMTED2010 (Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation Data217

2010, Danielson and Gesch (2011)) was replaced with its 7.5 arc-seconds resolution ver-218

sion. This DEM, with a spatial resolution of about 225 m, was resampled to the reso-219

lution of the model grid in the WRF Pre-Processing System (WPS), which decreased220

the peak height by about 6% in the innermost d03 domain (whose resolution is 1km).221

Figure 2. Topography of Guadalupe island. The Global Multi-resolution Terrain Elevation

Data 2010 (GMTED2010) at 7.5 arc-seconds was used, and the dashed lines represent the fitted

”mass density” ellipse and its major axis. The two black segments identify the range of the wind

directions during the observed event, while the red arrow indicates the mean direction (panel a).

The three nested domains used for the WRF simulations; the cross-section downstream the island

was used for the Hövmoller diagrams (panel b).

The WRF simulations started at 20:00 UTC on 8 May 2018 and finished at 23:00 UTC222

on 9 May 2018, for a total of 27 hours. A spin-up of six hours was considered; hence, re-223

sults were analysed from 02:00 UTC of 09 May 2018 onward. All analyses were performed224

in the d03 domain at 1 km grid spacing, which is large enough to allow the use of a mesoscale225

model, but small enough to correctly represent the vortices, whose diameter is approx-226

imately 20-40 km (Etling, 1989).227

3 Results: Reference Case228

In order to use the WRF model as a numerical laboratory for testing the influence of wind229

incidence angle on vortex street development, the model’s ability to reproduce AVKVS230

was first confirmed by simulating the case described by Horváth et al. (2020) (see Fig-231

ure 1b). This atmospheric von Kármán vortex street occurred on 9 May 2018 (Section232
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Domain ∆x, ∆y [km] ∆t [s] Nx Ny Dimensions [km2]

d01 9 25 133 167 1188×1494
d02 3 5 346 448 1035×1341
d03 1 1 523 580 522×579

Table 1. Domain configurations

1). The hourly evolution of vertical profiles computed upstream the island and shown233

in Figure 3, depicts typical conditions favoring the onset of AVKVS. The inversion height234

of the potential temperature profile (panel a) increases during the day (the island is in235

a timezone of UTC-7), but it is always lower than the peak height of the island (approx-236

imately 1188 m), as required for the formation of the AVKVS (see section 1). Panel b237

portrays the typical boundary layer wind speed profiles, where the upper-level wind is238

more variable in the morning hours. As expected, the eddy viscosity profiles (panel c)239

display a maximum within the boundary layer and zero values above.240

Figure 3. Vertical profiles of potential temperature (panel a), wind speed (panel b) and eddy

viscosity (panel c). The plot shows hourly averages from 2:00 UTC to 22:00 UTC on 9 May 2018

with different colors.

Figure 4 shows a volume rendering of the simulated vertical component of relative vor-241

ticity up to 750 m (MSL) and superimposed on the MODIS-Terra satellite image retrieved242

at 18:12 UTC on 9 May 2018. The comparison shows that the simulation is generally243

consistent with the satellite image.244

Horváth et al. (2020) using a satellite-derived wind dataset noted unsteady upstream wind245

speed and direction, which resulted in a varying angle of attack α between 9° and 32°.246

Figure 5 compares the time evolution of the wind speed and its two components (along247

West-East and South-North directions) at two locations, one inside and one outside the248

wake, as derived from satellite data and obtained from WRF simulation. Despite some249

differences due to wind retrieval uncertainties and different spatial resolutions (satellite250
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Figure 4. Vorticity volume rendering from the control run is superimposed on the MODIS-

Terra satellite image captured at 18:12 UTC on 9 May 2018. Cyclonic/anticyclonic vortices are

displayed in red/blue colors respectively. The image was obtained by means of the Vapor soft-

ware (S. Li et al., 2019)

data were reconstructed on a 3km grid), the temporal evolution of the simulated winds251

closely resembles the observed one.252

As described by Horváth et al. (2020), the upstream wind had a considerable westerly253

turn between 15–17 UTC and then swung back, which resulted in the easterly shift of254

earlier-shed vortices in the far wake and even led to the eventual merger of two consec-255

utive anticyclonic vortices. The enhanced cross-street flow and the directional swings ob-256

served by satellite data were less marked in the numerical results derived from smooth257

ERA5 winds (Figure 5), which may largely explain the differences between the locations258

of the simulated and observed vortex cores visible in Figure 4. Moreover, as seen in Fig-259

ure 5a, the simulated wind speed from about 18:00 onwards is smaller than the one from260

GOES-16. This behavior is consistent with Figure 4, where the simulation shows more261

vortices than the satellite images. Because the simulated wind velocity inside the wake262

(and hence the propagation speed of the vortices) is smaller than the observations, the263

modelled vortices persist in the wake for a longer time and thus their number is higher264

at a fixed time. Despite such differences, the results obtained are generally consistent265

with the satellite data and the vortex street asymmetry highlighted by Horváth et al.266

(2020) emerges in the simulations too.267

The favorable comparison between observations and simulations confirms that the model,268

with the numerical set-up described in Section 2, is able to reproduce the onset and evo-269

lution of the AVKVS with reasonable accuracy. Henceforth, this particular simulation270

is referred to as the control case (CC).271
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Figure 5. Temporal variation of wind speed (panels a and b) and E-W (panels c and d) and

N-S (panels e and f) wind components inside (left side) and outside (right side) Guadalupe’s

wake as retrieved by GOES-16 (data from Horváth et al. (2020)) and simulated in the control

run.

4 Results: Sensitivity Analysis272

4.1 Sensitivity to the angle of attack273

The angle of attack, α, is defined here as the difference between the mean upstream wind274

direction (327.1°) and the orientation of the major axis of the ”mass density” ellipse fit-275

ted to the island. Following Horváth et al. (2020), the control case uses the true orien-276

tation of Guadalupe (ellipse major axis at 343.4°) and, thus, α = 16.3◦. For the sen-277

sitivity analysis, three rotated orientations were considered: the two extreme cases when278

the island is parallel with (α = 0◦) or orthogonal to (α = 90◦) the mean flow, and an279

intermediate case with α = 45◦. In order to obtain these three modified set-ups, the280

topography and the other relevant parameters related to the terrain (e.g. albedo, land281

use, leaf area index, etc.), were rotated by -16.3°, 28.7° and 73.7°, respectively, to obtain282

α = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ (clockwise rotation is positive). The true and rotated topographies, as283

represented in the innermost domain (d03), are shown in Figure 6. Since we use the syn-284

optic conditions of a real event, the upstream flow characteristics are unsteady, and hence285

the angle of attack varies somewhat during both the control case and the rotated ones.286

We also note that the modified configurations lead to a considerable change in the cross-287

wind island diameter at the mean inversion height (d′). Specifically, d′ increases with α288

for α ≤ 90◦ so its value is respectively minimum and maximum for the two extreme289

orientations of α = 0◦ and α = 90◦. While for α = 45◦, it has an intermediate value290

(further details on the effect of d′ on vortex formation are discussed in Section 4.3).291
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Figure 7 shows the vorticity map at the height of 350 m (MSL) at 13:00 UTC on 9 May292

for the four simulated cases. Although at this time only two of the configurations have293

a well-developed vortex street (the control case and α = 45◦), the differences in the size294

of the vortices are already apparent: the coherent structure dimensions increase with d′,295

in agreement with findings for vortex streets behind a flat plate (Lam & Wei, 2010).296

Figure 6. Topography of the innermost d03 domain for (a) the control case and (b, c, d)

for the rotated orientations (angles displayed in the plots). The arrows indicate the average

upstream wind direction.

Figure 8 depicts the Hövmoller diagrams computed along a cross-street section down-297

stream of the island (plotted in Figure 2-b and Figure 7) for the four different simula-298

tions. The increase of the vortex size with the angle of attack (and consequently with299

d′) is confirmed from this figure. Furthermore, the angle of attack controls the tempo-300

ral evolution of vortex shedding, explaining the lack of a well-developed vortex street for301

the two extreme orientations at 13:00 UTC in Figure 7. By this time, vortex shedding302

is already finished for α = 0◦, while it has just started for α = 90◦.303

As previously mentioned, satellite observations of our control case revealed an asymmet-304

ric vortex street. This asymmetry was successfully reproduced by the control simulation,305

which clearly shows larger, stronger, and more coherent footprints of cyclonic (positive)306
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Figure 7. Horizontal slice of vorticity [s−1] at the height of 350 m (MSL) at 13:00 UTC on 9

May for (a) the control case and (b, c, d) the rotated island. The cross-section downstream of the

island that was used for the Hövmoller diagrams (Figure 8) is also plotted.

vortices with respect to those belonging to anticyclonic (negative) ones (see Figure 8a).307

The Hövmoller diagrams also indicate that the asymmetry of the wake decreases with308

increasing angle of attack. When the island is parallel with the mean flow (α = 0◦),309

the wake appears to be quite different from the classic AVKVS consisting of counterro-310

tating vortex pairs. Indeed, it is strongly asymmetric with seven cyclonic vortices, but311

only one well-formed anticyclonic vortex, and the former vortices have higher peak vor-312

ticity than the latter. For the control run, with an average angle of attack of 16.3°, the313

asymmetry is still present but weaker: there are now five anticyclonic vortices, and the314

difference in absolute peak vorticity is reduced. The case with α = 45◦ shows an equal315

number of positive and negative vortices, but positive absolute peak vorticities are still316

larger than negative ones. In contrast, when α = 90◦ the wake is practically symmet-317

ric, featuring an equal number of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices and similar peak vor-318

ticities.319

4.2 The role of the leading and trailing edges320

In our numerical experiments, the control run shows cyclonic trailing-edge vortices that321

are not only stronger but also more coherent than the anticyclonic leading-edge ones.322

This asymmetry progressively becomes weaker for higher angles of attack, and when the323

island is perpendicular to the mean flow (α = 90◦), there is no meaningful distinction324
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Figure 8. Hövmoller diagrams of vorticity [s−1] computed along the cross-street section indi-

cated in Figure 2b and Figure 7 for the control case (panel a) and rotated orientations (panels b,

c, d).
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between a trailing or leading edge. The vortices are equally developed and symmetric325

(panel d in Figures 7 and 8).326

In order to further demonstrate that the trailing edge sheds stronger vortices, another327

simulation with an angle of attack of -45° was performed. Under this configuration, the328

leading and trailing edges are swapped, and the northern and southern shores of the is-329

land generate vorticity of opposite signs compared to all previous configurations. Fig-330

ure 9a shows the rotated topography for this case, and a horizontal slice of the simulated331

vorticity at the height of 350 m (MSL) is displayed in Figure 9b. Beside an eastward shift332

in the vortex street direction, the comparison of Figure 9b and Figure 7c shows that the333

cyclonic-anticyclonic asymmetry is reversed: in the α = −45◦ case the anticyclonic vor-334

tices are better developed and have stronger vorticity than the cyclonic ones.335

These results point to an AVKVS behaviour similar to the one observed in laboratory336

and numerical studies of VKVS already exposed, where the wake flow is strongly dom-337

inated by the evolution and shedding of the trailing edge vortex.338

The asymmetry is in fact between trailing-edge and leading-edge vortices rather than339

between cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices. The corresponding Hövmoller diagram is plot-340

ted in Figure 9c: the AVKVS has an equal number of positive and negative vortices, but341

here the anticyclonic (trailing-edge) vortices have higher peak vorticity than the cyclonic342

(leading-edge) ones.343

As previously stated, the asymmetry for Guadalupe is minimum for α = 90◦ and in-344

creases with the decrease of the angle of attack, reaching its maximum for α = 0◦, when345

anticylonic vortices almost vanish. However, since α = −45◦ displays a switched asym-346

metry with stronger anticyclonic than cyclonic vorticies, we hypothesize that a small neg-347

ative AoA might restore a symmetric vortex street, while for larger negative AoA asym-348

metry should increase, although favouring anticyclonic vortices. We also speculate that349

vortex streets for an idealized elliptic-shaped island should be symmetric concerning cy-350

clonic and anticylconic vortices (neglecting Coriolis effects) for α = 0◦ and 90◦ and vor-351

tex asymmetry would then be maximum for some angle in between.352

4.3 Coherent structures: vortex tracking, geometric features, and vor-353

ticity decay354

In order to compare vortex street properties for the five different cases and character-355

ize vortex street asymmetry, a vortex tracking algorithm was developed.356

AVKVS eddies are pancake vortices with a large width-to-height aspect ratio and their357

structure is fairly constant along the vertical direction (Heinze et al., 2012). Hence, their358

identification is straightforward in 2D horizontal slices. We compared using vorticity, po-359

tential temperature, and Okubo–Weiss criteria for vortex identification, which lead to360

similar results, but out-of-plane vorticity proved to be more persistent. Hence, our al-361

gorithm works on a horizontal slice of vorticity at a fixed height (350 m above sea level)362

as input and implements the following criteria to identify vortices and remove background363

noise:364

1. Consider only a limited area downstream of the island (black dotted rectangle in365

Figure 10);366

2. The vortex must be fully within the rectangle;367

3. Absolute value of relative vorticity ≥ 4 · 10−4 s−1;368

4. Minimum vortex area of 50 km2 for all the simulations except for the case with369

α = 0◦ where a threshold of 25 km2 was adopted;370

5. Maximum vortex eccentricity of 0.98;371

6. Limiting condition on the position of the new vortices (which have to be shed near372

the upper boundary of the rectangle), and on the distance between the centroid373
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Figure 9. Topography for the case with α = -45° in the d03 domain, the arrow indicates the

mean wind direction (panel a). For the same simulation: horizontal slice of vorticity [s−1] at

the height of 350 m (MSL) at 13:00 UTC on 9 May 2018 (panel b), and Hövmoller diagram of

vorticity [s−1] (panel c) computed along the cross-section plotted in panel b.

of the same vortex over time (i.e. vortices move downstream, with an advection374

velocity comparable to the upstream wind speed).375

Some of the above criteria are similar to those adopted by Gao et al. (2023). Data were376

analyzed with a time-step of fifteen minutes. A snapshot of vortex identification and track-377

ing for two of the analyzed simulations is displayed in Figure 10. The plot also shows378

how the geometric properties of the vortex street are derived from vortex triplets: a is379

the streamwise distance between two like-rotating vortices, h is the transverse distance380

between the two rows of vortices, which allows computing the triplet aspect ratio h/a381

and the dimensionless width h/d′, normalized by the obstacle crosswind diameter at the382

mean inversion height d′.383

The identification of the vortices also allowed the calculation of the Strouhal number (see384

equation 5), where the mean shedding period is derived from the tracked triplets (Heinze385

et al., 2012) as:386
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Figure 10. Example of vortex identification and tracking for two of the analyzed cases. The

colormaps represent a horizontal slice of vorticity at the height of 350 m (MSL). The dotted

box defines the area where vortices are tracked. Identified coherent structures are numbered,

and their boundaries are marked by grey contours. The derived geometrical features of a triplet

are the streamwise distance between two like-rotating vortices, a, and the transverse distance

between the two rows of vortices, h.

T = a/ue (6)

where a is the time-averaged distance between two consecutive like-rotating vortices, and387

ue is the mean propagation speed of the vortices. We computed T for each triplet and388

then considered its mean value over all triplets. Due to the unsteadiness of the incident389

flow, average values are also considered for u0 and d′inv (eq. 5).390

For comparison, the Strouhal number was also computed by deriving shedding frequency391

from the time history of positive and negative peak vorticity along the transect used for392

the Hövmoller diagrams (Figures 8 and 9c). Specifically, the mean shedding period was393

calculated as the average time interval between two consecutive vortices of the same sign394

(Figure 11). The derived geometrical parameters and Strouhal numbers are given in Ta-395

ble 2.396

Notwithstanding differences in the T values obtained with the two methods, the shed-397

ding period appears to be an increasing function of d′. For the observed control case, the398

mean aspect ratio h/a obtained from the WRF simulation (0.42) closely matches the val-399

ues obtained by Horváth et al. (2020) by analyzing satellite images of triplets less affected400

by the wind unsteadiness (0.42-0.46). Moreover, average geometrical features obtained401

in the different model configurations are consistent with those reported by Young and402

Zawislak (2006), who studied the geometric characteristics of 30 different vortex streets403

in MODIS images. The simulated triplets have an aspect ratio, h/a, ranging from 0.34404

to 0.53, while the 95% confidence interval found by Young and Zawislak (2006) has a min-405

imum of 0.36 and a maximum of 0.47. The dimensionless widths h/d′ are in the range406
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Figure 11. Maxima (red) and minima (blue) of vorticity computed along the section marked

in Figure 2b and Figure 7 versus time for the control case (panel a) and the island rotations cor-

responding to α = to 0°, 45°, 90°, -45° (panel b, c, d, e respectively). The black points represent

the local maxima and minima used to identify the timing of the vortex cores.
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AoA d’ a h h/a h/d’ T tripletes St tripletes T transect St transect
[°] [km] [km] [km] [-] [-] [hr] [-] [hr] [-]

16.3 (CC) 11.70 45.83 19.44 0.42 1.66 2.0 0.180 1.7 0.210
0 6.50 32.45 11.07 0.34 1.70 1.3 0.155 1.6 0.127
45 19.78 88.29 37.81 0.43 1.91 4.5 0.140 3.6 0.172
90 23.88 104.49 55.74 0.53 2.34 5.8 0.130 4.6 0.164
-45 16.90 75.33 37.17 0.49 2.20 3.7 0.146 3.3 0.160

Table 2. Vortex street properties

1.66-2.34, and hence slightly higher than the 95% confidence interval found by Young407

and Zawislak (2006) (1.23-2.00). The Strouhal number obtained with the two procedures408

are different due to the different computation of T . The values obtained with the Hövmoller409

diagram tend to be higher. However, the range of variation of St is comparable with the410

one found in other numerical simulations of AVKVS (Nunalee & Basu, 2014).411

Apart from the Strouhal number, the other dimensionless flow parameters defined in Sec-412

tion 2 also change over time. The Reynolds number varies with the upstream wind ve-413

locity, u0, in a range between 4.2 ·109 and 5.4 ·109, while the eddy viscosity Reynolds414

number, Rek, varies between a minimum of 2366 and a maximum of 6339. These Rek415

values are of the same order of magnitude as the Re numbers based on fluid viscosity416

and computed on laboratory vortex streets that show features similar to AVKVS. This417

strengthens the argument of Nunalee and Basu (2014) that adopting the Reynolds num-418

ber based on eddy viscosity might be useful when deriving the atmospheric analogues419

of similarity relations obtained for laboratory vortex streets. However, studying non-dimensional420

parameters and their relationships (such as the St-Re one) is difficult in an unsteady flow421

and goes beyond the scope of the present work. The Froude number ranges between 0.255-422

0.434, specifically from 05:00 UTC until the end of the simulations it remains below 0.4,423

which is the generally recognized condition for the formation of AVKVS (Etling, 1989).424

Vortex tracking also allowed the investigation of vorticity decay: peak vorticities were425

computed for each of the identified vortices and for the five different runs. However, in426

order to better unveil the differences between the cases and highlight a general trend,427

instead of plotting individual peak vorticity values, we grouped results according to the428

distance from the island (data are subdivided in classes of 15 km in width) and then ap-429

plied a mean filter on vorticity values. The absolute peak vorticity for cyclonic and an-430

ticyclonic vortices (red and blue lines, respectively) are plotted in Figure 12. In contrast431

to the linear trend derived from satellite winds by Horváth et al. (2020) for the control432

case, we found an exponential decay for all the simulations, which is in better agreement433

with the decay rate of a classic Kármán vortex street behind a circular cylinder as sim-434

ulated by Ponta (2010). The plot shows that trailing-edge vortices (i.e., cyclonic ones435

for all but the -45° case) are characterized by higher peak vorticity than their leading-436

edge counterparts at the same distance from the island. This difference between posi-437

tive and negative peak vorticity tends to decrease with increasing angle of attack, as dis-438

cussed earlier. Note that for AoA = -45° (Figure 12e), the (absolute) peak negative vor-439

ticities are the largest ones because the stronger trailing-edge vortices are anticyclonic440

in this particular case.441

The same trends are found when analyzing the mean vorticity of the vortices, as depicted442

in Figure 13. Similar results have been found in the study of the classical VKVS past443

an inclined flat plate and can be explained by the already cited vortex formation mech-444

anism postulated by Lam and Leung (2005), causing leading edge vortices to be more445

diffused and with smaller peak vorticity at the same axial location. This effect decreases446
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as the angle of attack increases because the streamwise distance between the trailing and447

leading edge diminishes. Despite the differences between AVKVS and laboratory VKVS448

formation mechanisms (potential vorticity generation by the deformation of isentropes449

versus viscous boundary layer separation), our results suggest a fundamental role of lead-450

ing and trailing edges also for AVKVS features. Indeed, the downstream decay of vor-451

ticity in Figure 12 steadily becomes more comparable for cyclonic and anticyclonic vor-452

tices as α increases. The effect of Earth’s rotation is superimposed on this mechanism,453

enhancing cyclonic vortices and inhibiting anticyclonic ones. However, when the direc-454

tion of rotation of trailing and leading edge vortices is swapped as in the case of α =455

−45◦, as suggested from (Figure 12e), the anticyclonic trailing-edge vortices display larger456

absolute vorticity values than the cyclonic leading-edge vortices, despite the Coriolis ef-457

fect’s strengthening of cyclonic rotation. This suggests that the asymmetry of island shape458

relative to the incident flow is the dominant factor controlling the asymmetry of the vor-459

tex street for α < 90◦. For α = 90◦, the shape effect mostly disappears, and the Cori-460

olis effect alone leads to slightly stronger cyclonic vortices in the northern hemisphere461

(Figure 12d and Figure 13d).462

As mentioned earlier, vortex size also depends on AoA due to corresponding variations463

in the crosswind island diameter. To better highlight this issue, we determined the size464

of vortices when they crossed the section used for the Hövmoller diagrams. At such a465

small downstream distance from the island, the widening due to diffusion and the con-466

sequent uncertainty in vortex boundary identification is relatively small. Figure 14 shows467

the vortex equivalent diameter deq (i.e. the diameter of the circle with the same area)468

as a function of the crosswind island diameter, d′: the different symbols represent dif-469

ferent AoAs, while red and blue colours mark cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, respec-470

tively. The results clearly show that cyclonic vortices tend to be larger (except for α =471

-45°), and vortex size steadily increases with the obstacle diameter d′. Equivalent diam-472

eters obtained for positive α values (16°, 45° and 90°) follow a linear increase, and a roughly473

constant difference is present between cyclonic and anticyclonic vortex size. When the474

island is parallel with the incoming flow (α = 0°), vortices of the opposite signs have475

approximately the same size. However, this estimate is quite uncertain since there is only476

one anticyclonic vortex in this case.477

Considering the case with α = −45◦, one might expect a reversal in the relative size478

of the vortices compared to the case with α = 45◦, that is, larger anticyclonic vortices479

than cyclonic ones. The results instead show vortices of different rotations having a sim-480

ilar size. This might be due to the Coriolis effect, which weakens the anticyclonic vor-481

tices in the northern hemisphere. An investigation of the Coriolis effects goes beyond the482

scope of the present paper and will be addressed in a follow-up work. In addition, for483

α = 45◦ the footprints of the vortices are generally larger and more diffuse than for α =484

−45◦ (cf. Figure 8c and Figure 9c). We also note that the angle of attack is computed485

relative to the average wind direction, and the d′ for the two runs is comparable but not486

exactly the same; hence, the two configurations are not perfectly mirrored.487

5 Conclusions488

Mesoscale meteorological simulations performed with the WRF model were used489

to evaluate the role of the angle of attack in the development of atmospheric von Kármán490

vortex streets. The AVKVS that occurred in the lee of Guadalupe on 9 May 2018 was491

simulated and assumed as a control case, while different runs with the same synoptic con-492

ditions were performed with rotated island topography. A vortex tracking procedure al-493

lowed for deriving geometrical parameters, such as the aspect ratio of the vortices, which494

were generally in line with those analyzed by Young and Zawislak (2006) and retrieved495

from MODIS images of island wakes. The crosswind island diameter was confirmed to496

be the characteristic length of the obstacle that determines the size of the shed vortices.497

The analysis of peak vorticity decay revealed that wake asymmetry decreases with in-498
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Figure 12. The absolute value of peak vorticity of cyclonic (red) and anticyclonic (blue) vor-

tices plotted versus their distance from the island. Vorticity decay for the five different cases:

control case (panel a) and the island rotations corresponding to α = to 0°, 45°, 90° and -45°
(panels b,c,d, and e, respectively).
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Figure 13. The absolute value of mean vorticity of cyclonic (red) and anticyclonic (blue)

vortices plotted versus their distance from the island. Vorticity decay for the five different cases:

control case (panel a) and the island rotations corresponding to α = to 0°, 45°, 90° and -45°
(panels b,c,d, and e,respectively).
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Figure 14. Equivalent diameter, deq, of cyclonic (red) and anticyclonic (blue) vortices versus

obstacle cross-stream diameter, d′ for the five model runs.

creasing angle of attack. We also found that the asymmetry is fundamentally between499

trailing-edge and leading-edge vortices rather than between cyclonic and anticyclonic vor-500

tices. Under the typical conditions of northwesterly flow relative to the island’s major501

axis, the stronger trailing-edge vortices are cyclonic. However, when the rotated orien-502

tation of the island mimics northeasterly flow, the anticyclonic vortices are stronger be-503

cause they are the trailing-edge ones. The switch to stronger anticyclonic vortices oc-504

curs despite the Coriolis effect selectively strengthening cyclonic vortices. This result sug-505

gests that the role of an elongated island shape is at least comparable to that of earth’s506

rotation in modulating the wake asymmetry. Our future work will systematically ana-507

lyze and quantify the effect of the Coriolis force on AVKVS development. To obtain more508

general results, independent of the specifics of Guadalupe’s topography, a similar anal-509

ysis can be performed for an idealized elliptic-shaped island.510
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